
Measurement Guide
If it applies, remove cover and existing end caps for measurements. Leave backplate in place. 

Provide only the measurements that apply.
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Note any clearance 
between radiator 

and baseboard trim

measurement from outside to outside of radiator
include any �ttings such as valves and piping

B measurement from �oor to top of existing backplate
if no existing backplate, skip

C measurement from inside of baseboard trim to inside of opposite baseboard trim
if no existing trim or removing, skip

D measurement from �oor to top of heating element �n
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measurement from wall to front of heating element �n
take measurement at a few points and enter highest value in
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Corners, Walls, and Trim, Oh My!
measure from wall to wall

or 
trim to trim

or 

or 

measure from wall to end of baseboard radiator including �ttings, valves, etc

inmeasure from wall to end of baseboard radiator including �ttings, valves, etc

if it applies, please note any gap from the end 
of the radiator to the baseboard trim

Measurement Guides for 90 degree corners available on our website. 
Please contact us for all other situations!

In some situations you may have to cut away a section of the baseboard trim in order to install the 
covers �ush to the wall. In order to prevent any gaps in the transition from the covers to the baseboard 

trim, please try to provide as many measurements as possible.
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